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THE LINAORE QUARTERLY 

PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONALITY 
By ROBERT F . SHEEHAN, M.D. 

· New York City 

Pathologic lying consists m 

falsification entirely dispropor

tionate to any discernible objec

tive by an individual, who at the 

time cannot definitely be declared 

insane, feebleminded or epileptic. 

It differs from normal lying only 

in degree. It seldom, if ever, in

volves a single event, but rather 

shows itself over a period of years 

or evep for life. It is a trait 

rather than an episode. Exten

sive and very compli ated fabrica

tions may be evolved. 

Lying tends to develop in pro

portion as society becomes com

plex. The ill result is that it 

stunts the ge~erous, esthetic and 

social sentiments and leads to dis

sociation. In many instances it 

is the result of the instinct of self

exhibition to win commendation. 

For those concerned with liti

gation the understanding of this 

peculiar type of behavior has spe

cial importance. The great diffi

culty in dealing with pathologic 

lying, especially in court, is be

cause the testimony apparently is 

true. Particularly in some cases, 

viz., where a child makes serious 

charges seemingly without other 

reason, the presumption seems to 

favor the testimony being true. 

As far as motives are concerned 

it is clear that in many instances 

· advantages to b~ gained by lying 
are not clearly formulated · m 

the individual's mind: there is 

a mere following of impulse. In 

other cases the motives are well 

concealed and only traced by devi

ous pathways. Sometimes the re

lation of overt lying to a desired 

end is not difficult to see, but the 
utter disregard of any obvious 

advantage to be gained may cause 

doubt as to whether the subject 

is aware that he is lying. This 

variety of human conduct because 

of its incongruity is difficult to 

comprehend as it does not follow 

the ordinary conceived standards 

of misconduct. 

Pathological lying nearly al
ways occurs on a defective men

tal background as indicated by 

development or heredity. How

ever, in exceptional cases these are 

absent. It is not necessarily asso

ciated with an intelligence defect. 

It may occur in those subject to 

"true attacks of epilepsy, hysteria 

and traumatic neurosis. We find 

that the condition occurs after 

some disturbing experience usually 

involving the sex life and is due to 

the resultant mental conflict. The 
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pathological liar is nearly always 

female. 

The types of lying belonging t.o 

this class are mostly simple, im

pulsive, e. g ., making up of stories 

centered about the person's self 

and experiences. These are usu

ally readily detectable. There may 

be elaborate fabrications which 

have no apparent object. It may 

be that these represent dreams of 

what is desired as experience. Then 

there are types of lying important 

from the legal viewpoint involving 

false accusations, which are with

out motive and grudge and even 

false self-accusation. They may 

also be against members of the 

family or benefactors. The con

dition is mostly associated with 

other delinquencies. 

Many pathological liars are well 

educated, plausible, of prepossess

ing appearance and decidedly cun

nmg. They fabricate stories to 

obtain what they desire; their 

chief offense is usually that of hav

ing obtained money by false pre-

ucts of their fancies with realities. 

False memories disturb the rep

resentation faculty because the 

whole attention is given to decep

tive creations of fancy in such a 

way that they become realities . 

They have an assured appearance 

and present swindles so ingen

iously and naturally, with such 

innocent expression and with such 

unfeigned enthusiasm that they 

succeed over and over in convinc

ing others. Whereas, a consciou :-: 

liar, who coolly and clearly meas

ures his words in constant fear of 

controverting himself or being 
• trapped, meets with instinctive 

mistrust. 

In the consciousness of the com

mon or normal liar two trains of 

thought flow beside each other, 

the thought of the truth and t he 

t hought of the lie, and they trip 

each other up. In the mind of t he 

pathologic liar all is unified and 

so he can carry out the greatest 

windles artistically and wit h 

inner conviction. With final de-

tenses. Their histories reveal an tection he may collapse and seem 

incapacity to tell the truth from as awakening from a dream, seem

childhood-as children they lie to ingly as astonished and dismayed 

themselves and others continually as his victims. 

until they are no longer capable These people cannot adjust 

of determining clearly between ac- themselves to life's problems. They 

tual experiences and inventions. resort to fantastic memory. They 

In adult life they make up things are inexhaustible talkers, given to 

half consciously or quite uncon- romancing and .transforming sim

sciously. They confuse the prod- pie daily events into extraordinary 
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expenences, in order to make 

themselves interesting. Their lying 

is a mixture of imagination, boast

fulness, deception, delusion and 

dissimulation. The possibility that 

the truth may come out does not 

abash them in the least. Remon

strance against lies make no im

pression; for their lies to them are 

real experiences. They glory in 

them and recount their fabrica

tions with an infinity of detail. 

They are often regarded as men

tally normal because they talk 

well. It is on account of their 

fairly high level of intelligence 

that their offenses consist mostly 

of swindling. They are exercising 

a talent and not like the ordinary 

swindler foVowing a trade. They 

will lie and cheat, even when there 

is no purpose of gain and when 

there is a certainty of detection. 

They persist in their perverted 

conduct even in the absence of in

telligent motive. 

Besides their lack of industry 

and chronic mendacity there is a 

conspicuous absence of all com

passion. The misery they cause 

is nothing to them. _ Their most 

marked characteristic is a lack of 

power to recognize ethical distinc

tions, a lack of consciousness of 

the sense of right and duty. 

Through this moral deprivation 

there is a serious lack of balance 

between the thinking and acting 

capacity. Without this power 

there is no check to the lower pas

sions except by the intellectual 

consideration of utility and ex

pediency, and egotism is unbridled. 

Because of their intense ego

tism, there is entire lack of grati

tude. They are even abusive to 

those who have benefited them, but 

may be sycophantic if they ex

pect advantages. Regular life is 

monotonous and they are not made 

for industry. They trade upon 

the credulity and ignorance of 

good people. In all probability 

there is no definite region in the 

brain corresponding to moral sen

timent, such as there may be for 

primary emotions and instinctive 

impulses. For exampl~, a head 

trauma does not cause loss of 

mora] sentiment alone. 

A laboratory test - the Aus

sage test, a mode of measuring an 

individual's precision in testimony 

and report- reveals clearly the 

proclivities of the morbid liar. He 

exhibits himself as a wholly unre

liable reporter. He will accept 

_every suggestion or will volunteer 

inventions of his own. 
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